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What is the point of graduate school?

There are two types of program:

Academic – MS and Ph.D., thesis based

Professional – ME, course/experienced based

Photo by DAVID ILIFF. License: CC-BY-SA 3.0
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What is the point of graduate school?

The MS Plan A and Ph.D. degrees prepare you for careers in R&D and
advanced engineering design.

You demonstrate research and design ability by producing an original thesis.

You demonstrate the academic quality of your thesis if your work is able to pass
peer review leading to publication.

From our perspective, we expect you to become junior colleagues in our research
teams, producing work that has publishable value.
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What is the point of graduate school?

The thesis or dissertation is a report of original research contributions, which
may include the following:

Problem statement with supporting literature.

Literature Review describing previous solutions to the problem.

Description of your novel contribution.

Demonstration that your solution works – you have to prove it!

Ideas for future research that may be built upon your contributions.

Published articles include the same information, in a more compact format!
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Getting Started: Key Questions

1 What is your research area?

2 What are the key conferences and journals in that area?

3 What are the hot topics in those conferences and journals?

4 Who are the major individuals and groups working on your topic?

5 What are the most important papers related to your topic?

You need to know this even if your professor has assigned you some topic to
work on. You need to understand what is going on in your field, and you need
to explain how your work fits in with the existing literature.
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Becoming a Junior Colleague

Be aware of recent activity in your area.

Develop a technical understanding of major problems solutions in your area.

Form opinions about the quality of work seen in different papers.

Engage in technical conversations with your peers and professors.

Develop a habit of original thinking.

Advocate your ideas by offering presentations to your peers and professors.

Advance your ideas (and your career) by writing articles.

When your work is mature, compose an article for journal publication.
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Your Major Professor

Your major professor is your advisor. Each professor has their own style. Some
will closely direct your work, others will expect you to be mostly independent.

Image Source: Popular Science Monthly no. 77 (public domain).
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http://www.archive.org/details/popularsciencemo77newy


Think of Yourself as a Writer

By focusing on publishing papers, your thesis is automatically written! You can
basically transfer results from your articles into a thesis document.

Make writing a habit. It will lead your research and design efforts.

Image credit: Theodore Marceau, (1859–1922) (public domain)
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Conferences I

The most important thing you can do as a grad student is to present your work
at a major conference.

Photo by David Toribio
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Conferences II

Key Questions:

1 How would you rank the conferences in your topic area?

2 When are the paper submission deadlines for each conference?

3 What is the scope of work typically presented at these conferences?

4 Is there a suitable problem you can tackle in time for the deadline?
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Example Conference Ranking

This rank comes from the Big List of VLSI, Signal Processing, etc. Conferences,
Journals, Magazines hosted at UC Davis. (Some of the submission dates are not
updated, but the list is actively maintained).
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http://web.ece.ucdavis.edu/vcl/misc/conferences.html
http://web.ece.ucdavis.edu/vcl/misc/conferences.html


Watch Out!

There are low-quality conferences and outright scams in the publishing world.
Be careful! Avoid these:

WSEAS

WMSCI

CCCT

IMETI

... and many others

Sadly, there are lots of junk conferences (maybe hundreds!), and many of them
seem to be setup by the same shady individuals (watch out for a guy named
Nagib Callaos who organizes many sham events around Orlando, Florida).

Stick to the well-known venues!
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Presentations and Posters I

When your conference paper is accepted, you will be expected to attend the
conference and present your results. There are generally two classes of accepted
papers:

Oral presentation — preferred

Poster presentation — still good, but lower tier

Some conferences also have long and short presentation options. These are
decided by the reviewers and editors based on the perceived quality of your work.
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Presentations and Posters II

When preparing slides or posters, seek help! Practice your delivery in front of an
audience, and complete your presentation materials weeks before the event so
you are well prepared.

Photo by David Toribio
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Journals

Journals are very important, as they represent a greater stage of completion
compared to conference articles.

Image credit: Wikipedia user Vmenkov
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Transitioning from Conferences to Journals

Usually journal articles come after conference articles.

Transitioning conference articles into journal submissions:

You can replicate some material from your conference article (copy/paste).

You must cite the original conference article.

You must add at least 30% new results.

You must clearly explain what new results are added, compared to your
previous conference article.
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The Submission Process

Peer review is a serious scientific process. Make sure your paper is nearly perfect
before submitting!

Make sure all co-authors sign off before submitting!

Make sure everyone who contributed is listed as a co-author!

Most papers are submitted via web interfaces. You just create an account and
upload your paper. Then the review process begins...
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Review and Revision

The review and revision process:

It may take several months to receive reviews.

You will get detailed criticism from multiple reviewers.

They may be wrong about everything, but nevertheless...

You have to carefully and politely answer each point of criticism, and
modify your paper to satisfy reviewer complaints.

You may need to add new work to the article, or redo some of the work if
the reviewers don’t like your method.

Finally, you resubmit your revised article, along with a point-by-point
answer to each reviewer critique.

The process cycles through once or twice more...
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Dealing with Rejection

In publishing, persistence pays off. If your work is correct and novel, it can be
published with sustained effort. Listen to the reviews, make improvements, try
again. Everyone experiences rejection. Dust yourself off and keep going.

←− (This image is public domain.)
Image source: Wikipedia user Mjt16←− (I cited it anyway.)
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The Parts of a Paper

Most IEEE papers follow this rough organization:

1 Abstract

2 Introduction

3 Analysis/Design

4 Results (Simulation or Physical)

5 Conclusions
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An Example Paper

This paper won best paper award in Communication Theory, IEEE GlobeCom, 2013.
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/GLOCOM.2013.6831377


Abstract

The abstract should be a brief synopsis of the article’s contents:
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Introduction I

The introduction should provide background and motivation:
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Introduction II

It should also establish your paper’s novelty:
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Introduction III

After describing state-of-the-art knowledge on the topic, the introduction should
give a statement of contributions like this one:
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Introduction IV

At the end of the introduction, a statement of organization is expected:
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Notation, Models, Analysis, Designs

After the introduction, the paper should clearly state notation, provide detailed
descriptions of models and assumptions, and give precise derivations for any
new mathematical results.
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Results

Quantitative results should be placed in their own section, after the analysis.
The paper should provide discussion of the results, which includes
interpretations, explanations and assessment of theory vs observations.
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Conclusions

The conclusions should offer a summary of major findings. It is also common to
speculate about how the research may be continued, extended or applied to
other problems.
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Acknowledgments

If you or your co-author(s) are supported by any official grant or fellowship, it
should be explicitly noted in the paper. This is commonly placed in a footnote
on the front page, or in a separate section titled “Acknowledgments.”
Conferences and journals usually provide an author guide that specifies where to
place this information.
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Matters of Style

Every journal and conference has author guidelines, and may recommend a
specific style reference (like Strunk and White’s The Elements of Style or the
Chicago Manual of Style). Study the guidelines carefully.

Define acronyms on first use, e.g. SNR (Signal to Noise Ratio).

Typically, all equations are numbered. When referring to an equation, say
“substituting into (10)” instead of “substituting into Equation (10)”.

In IEEE publications, refer to figures as “Fig. 1”, not “Figure 1” or “fig. 1”.

Bibliography styles are precisely defined by IEEE. Follow the guidelines.
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Ethics

All academic publications should conform to a few basic rules:

Transparency

Who funded the work?
Who did the work?
What are the novel contributions?

Integrity and Misconduct

Has the work been published before?
Has data been fabricated or manipulated (including cosmetic alterations)?
Does the study include human or animal subjects?
If so, was there appropriate institutional review?

Make sure you take the RGS course on Research Integrity!
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http://rgs.usu.edu/compliance/htm/certificate


Plagiarism I

Plagiarism rules are different from copyright laws. “Fair use” allows you to
borrow figures or text under certain circumstances. Plagiarism is a more
restrictive concept.

Credit: Mimi and Eunice by Nina Paley
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Plagiarism II

What is plagiarism?

Copy + Paste = Plagiarism.

Copy + Paste + Modification = Plagiarism.

Screenshots = Plagiarism.

False claims of originality = Plagiarism.

Re-publishing your own work = Self-Plagiarism.
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Plagiarism III

How to avoid plagiarism?

Cite every source you use!

Never copy and paste.

Your writing should include only brief summary of previous authors’ work.
You do not need to repeat all the details. Your article/thesis is not a
textbook; it should focus on novel contributions.

Provide only the technical background that is absolutely necessary to
explain your problem, to describe your solution, and to justify your results.

For complex background material, you may cite textbooks or tutorial
articles to assist readers who may be unfamiliar with the content. You
don’t need to explain everything.
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Plagiarism IV

But I have a philosophy!

Image source: Wikipedia

You need to follow the community norms regardless of your personal attitude.
There is a genuine debate happening about the nature of copying and
plagiarism. You may join that debate if you want, but until there’s a widespread
consensus for change, we still have to comply with all stated policies.
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Sharing Your Work

Most journals and conferences offer an electronic posting policy allowing you to
post your manuscript on personal web pages or institutional archives (see this
FAQ from IEEE). Check the policy!

Many journals now offer an Open Access option for a fee. Research grants may
support Open Access publication fees; check with your adviser. The USU
Library has a program to offset Open Access costs, so check into it.

If allowed by the journal’s policy, you may post your article the arXiv repository
and to USU’s Digital Commons. These are good ways to get early readers for
your work.

Image Credit: PLoS
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http://www.ieee.org/documents/author_version_faq.pdf
http://www.ieee.org/documents/author_version_faq.pdf
http://digitalcommons.usu.edu/oadc/6/
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http://digitalcommons.usu.edu/


Scholarly Sources I

In your article/thesis, only cite from scholarly sources like these:

Published journal articles (best).

Published conference articles (less best).

Research monographs (books).

Textbooks (acceptable for citing general knowledge).
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Scholarly Sources II

The following sources are not considered suitable for academic citation:

Encyclopaedias

Wikipedia

Newspapers or magazines

Web pages

Miscellaneous documents and tech. reports.
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Writing Quality Documents

Learn LATEX — There are many good references, like the TeX Wikibook. Study
it. Practice it.

There are many good LATEX distributions and editors. I recommend TexLive.

See Dr. Budge about obtaining our latest LATEX thesis template. Study it.
Imitate it.

Obtain Michael Shell’s guide to using the IEEETran document class. It comes
with a template. You can also obtain original documents from peers or advisers
to see detailed examples.

For slide presentations and posters, check out the Beamer document class. It
has gained wide popularity in academic conferences.
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http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX
https://www.tug.org/texlive/
http://www.michaelshell.org/tex/ieeetran/
http://en.wikibooks.org/wiki/LaTeX/Presentations


Producing Quality Figures

Avoid bitmapped graphics:

BMP

PNG

JPEG

GIF

If you use these formats, make sure you don’t distort the aspect ratio! Also
make sure the figure is readable! Print out your document and make sure it
doesn’t look like garbage.

Preferably, use vector graphics:

PDF figures

EPS figures

You can produce vector graphics using drawing software like Inkscape or Xfig.
You can also produce graphics directly within LATEX documents by using
packages like TikZ and pgfplots. Try it!
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http://www.texample.net/tikz/
http://pgfplots.sourceforge.net/


Example: JPG from Matlab

This looks like garbage.
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Example Using PGFplots

PGFplots is able to produce nice plots directly within LATEX. This makes it easy
to modify figures later on.
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Matlab to PGFplots

There’s a downloadable script called Matlab2Tikz that translates Matlab plots
directly into a PGFplots figure.

You can import the figure directly into a LATEX document.

There’s no excuse for not using it!
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http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/22022-matlab2tikz


In Conclusion...

Thanks for listening

Good Luck!
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